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I’m trying to decide where to put my keys. Which option is better?

How do I share files that I had previously encrypted?

I already have a SCIFCOM account. How do I access it through ZIPcrypt?

I’ve entered my correct email information and it says that it can’t be verified. What’s happening?

Should I keep my security keys with my encrypted files?

I have encrypted a file that exceeds the maximum file size that I can email to a someone. Is there a way to get this to them?

There is an option to add my email, what does this do? Why does it want to verify?

I’m using a company email and I have options for a server and port. What are these and what should I do?

Will a higher XOTIC encryption significantly increase the file size?

Is there a file size limitation when encrypting files?

I’ve hit the 100MB maximum and can no longer send emails through SCIFCOM. How do I get access again?

What are the benefits to signing up for SCIFCOM?

ENCRYPTION

How do I unlock the higher levels of XOTIC encryption?

When I right click and choose encryption I have the option of XOTIC or AES. What’s the difference between them?

How do I send an encrypted file to someone?

What is the dial?

Why would I want to dial up the encryption strength?

I’ve zipped and encrypted a file and now there’s a second file. What’s the second file for?

What is Send-Via-SCIFCOM?

Why is the dial not responding?

SHARING AN ENCRYPTED FILE

SETTINGS

What’s a security key?

What is Standard Mail?

What’s the “Enable SCIFCOM Service” checkbox do and why does it matter to me?

GENERAL

What is ZIPcrypt?

How do I access ZIPcrypt once I’ve installed it?

What operating systems is ZIPcrypt compatible with?

What is SCIFCOM?
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What is ZIPcrypt?

What operating systems is ZIPcrypt compatible with?

ZIPcrypt is currently compatible with Windows 10 (64 bit).

ZIPcrypt is a simple encryption and compression software that uses patented XOTIC 512-bit+, or AES 
256-bit encryption. Delivering the best encryption technology on the market today, ZIPcrypt was also 
designed to be fast, easy to use, and to work in parallel with the SCIFCOM Encryption as a Service website. 

How do I access ZIPcrypt once I’ve installed it? 

Like many compression tools, once installed you can access ZIPcrypt by right clicking on a folder or 
document that you’d like to encrypt or decrypt. ZIPcrypt is an option in the context menu when you 
right-click on a file or folder. From there you can choose to encrypt or send (email/SCIFCOM) the 
information to anyone. 

What is SCIFCOM?

What are the benefits to signing up for SCIFCOM?

SCIFCOM is an Encryption as a Service website. Once you have signed up for SCIFCOM your ZIPcrypt 
information will be associated with that account.

SCIFCOM features include:
•  Access to cloud-based encryption/decryption and XFA mail
•  XFA Mail encryption plugin  for Microsoft Outlook
•  Advanced encryption for XOTIC
•  Encrypt files that are over 50 MB
•  Send and encrypt files that are over 50 MB

GENERAL
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When I right click and choose encryption I have the option of XOTIC or AES. 
What’s the difference between them?

I’ve zipped and encrypted a file and now there’s a second file. What’s the second file for?

Every time you encrypt a file you will see a new encrypted file generated along with a security key. The key 
is used to decrypt (open) the file. Retain this key in a safe place. If you do lose the key, you won’t be able 
to decrypt the file again. 

XOTIC is a new solution that delivers a 512-bit to just over 131,000-bit encryption at its most secure 
setting. AES is 256-bit encryption algorithm that was originally introduced in 2001 and is widely used in 
the market today. 

What’s a security key?

A security key is used to open an encrypted file. This can be performed through SCIFCOM or by right 
clicking on the encrypted file and selecting “Decrypt.” You will be prompted to navigate to the key’s 
location if it is not in the same folder as the encrypted file. 
There is only one key created for each encrypted file and that key is unique to the file itself. Retain your 
keys in a safe place. If you do lose the key, you won’t be able to decrypt the file again.

ENCRYPTION

I’m trying to decide where to put my keys. Which option is better?

Should I keep my security keys with my encrypted files?

Just like the keys to your house, you don’t want to leave them right next to the front door when you’re away. 
It’s recommended that you keep your keys in a different folder or device than your encrypted files. Using the 
security key is the only way to decrypt a file once it’s been encrypted. Retain this key in a safe place.

This is not recommended. It’s considered best practice to always keep your keys and the encrypted files 
they go to on different devices, servers, or even thumb drives. Keeping them in the same place makes it 
easy for others to unlock your files.



Is there a fi le size limitation when encrypting fi les?

Will a higher XOTIC encryption signifi cantly increase the fi le size?

There is no impact to the fi le size when encrypting a fi le. 

There is no fi le size limitation when encrypting or compressing fi les using ZIPcrypt. 

I’ve hit the 100MB maximum and can no longer send emails through SCIFCOM. 
How do I get access again?

Navigate to SCIFCOM.COM to subscribe for continued access to the SCIFCOM email service. 

ENCRYPTION
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How do I unlock the higher levels of XOTIC encryption? 

Why would I want to dial up the encryption strength?

Create a SCIFCOM account to access the full power of XOTIC enhanced encryption.” Navigate to 
SCIFCOM.COM for more information.

As technology advances so to does the threat to your data. With a higher encryption strength comes a 
greater longevity to that protection. 
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How do I send an encrypted file to someone? 

I’ve zipped and encrypted a file and now there’s a second file. What’s the second file for?

SCIFCOM is a proprietary encrypted email delivery system that is both more secure than standard email 
and supports a larger file size than most email clients. This is a useful feature when security and/or the 
size of the file would be difficult to share with others. Recipients of this email will receive a key in their 
inbox and, in a separate email, a link to the encrypted file so they can download it. SCIFCOM will support 
sending a file that is up to 300 MB. 

You have two options to send an encrypted file to someone. The first option is to use your own email to 
send the file and security key. The second option is to SCIFCOM will send keys using XFA mail and provide 
a link to the secured file, thereby making the share more secure.

What is Standard Mail? 

Standard email will use any email address that you set up in the settings section. The receiving party will get 
two emails. One email will contain a key while the other will contain the encrypted file. All files will be subject 
to the email provider’s size limitations and security. The average maximum attached file size is 20 MB. 

SHARING AN ENCRYPTED FILE

How do I share files that I had previously encrypted?

I have encrypted a file that exceeds the maximum file size that I can email to 
a someone. Is there a way to get this to them?

If you are using Microsoft Outlook, you can navigate to SCIFCOM.COM to send them via XFA mail. You will 
be required to download the XFA Mail plugin for Outlook and attach the file as you normally would. Clicking 
the “XFA Mail” button will encrypt the email to ensure that it remains secure.

NOTE: To ensure that the recipient is the intended party, they will be required to install the plugin to access 
the email.

Yes, and the answer is easy. SCIFCOM supports sharing documents that are up to 300 MB and will send 
your recipient a key and a link to the encrypted file. Using this option enables you to send protected files 
to others that exceeds the maximum space your email supports.
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What is the dial?

Why is the dial not responding? 

There are two circumstances that would result in the dial not working.
•  You have not yet signed up for SCIFCOM and need to register to access the advanced XOTIC encryption. 
   Simply navigate to SCIFCOM.COM to register for a free trial. 
•  You have used the maximum number amount of data that is allowed in the trial version and must now 
   sign up. Visit https://beta.scifcom.com/Pricing.jsp to sign up for additional functionality and even more 
   advanced encryption. 

The dial is how you manage the strength of your encryption to ensure maximum security. The higher the 
value, the more secure your data is.

What’s the “Enable SCIFCOM Service” checkbox do and why does it matter to me? 

Clicking on this checkbox enables you to sign up for SCIFCOM and experience the benefits outlined in 
the “General” section. To sign up, simply click the “Create Account” button and fill out the required fields. 
This will automatically sign you up for a trial account. Once you have signed up you will see 0/100 MB 
used below your email. Change the dial to the desired encryption level and hit save to start using XOTIC’s 
advanced encryption.

SETTINGS

I already have a SCIFCOM account. How do I access it through ZIPcrypt? 

Type your email and click “Verify.” This will bring up the option to enter in your password. Enter your password 
and you’ll be logged in. 
Enter your email and password to send email with encrypted data to from this email to others. The verification 
will test the SMTP server to verify that your credentials are correct. Click “Save” once your email is verified and 
you will now be able to share encrypted files using this email address. 
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There is an option to add my email, what does this do? Why does it want to verify?

I’ve entered my correct email information and it says that it can’t be verified. What’s happening? 

This may occur if your email provider has security settings that are incompatible with ZIPcrypt. Check email 
provider to see if there is anything that asks you to authorize access. 

Enter your email and password to send email with encrypted data to from this email to others. The verification 
will test the SMTP server to verify that your credentials are correct. Once verified click “Save” and you will now 
be able to send encrypted files from this email address. 

I’m using a company email and I have options for a server and port. 
What are these and what should I do?

These options are available when you are using a domain that may have special network security or is not 
commonly used. It is recommended that you contact your network administrator to get the correct SMTP 
server name and Port number.

SETTINGS


